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Ingredients & Process  
 

Are there vitamins in Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 

We developed Perfect Empowered Drinking Water to be a pure, clean, and natural tasting 

drinking water. The final product contains trace amounts of several minerals: Magnesium, 

Potassium, Calcium, and Electrolytes too—all things that help to make your body stronger 

and healthier!  

 

What is the source of Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 

There’s a lot of hype going around about the source of bottled waters with companies 

claiming their water is better because it is from a spring, a deep well, an aquifer, a glacier, 

distilled water, artesian water, or other sources. Regardless of the source and individual 

preferences, none of it is good enough for our high quality standards. We start with safe 

water sources tested to be suitable for drinking water and then give it a clean slate with 

our proprietary 15-step purification process and other technologies so that the water that 

goes into the bottle is nothing less than “perfect.”    

 

Does Perfect Empowered Drinking Water have any calories? 

If it had calories, it wouldn’t be perfect, would it?  

 

Does Perfect Empowered Drinking Water contain any sweeteners? 

Not a chance! Perfect Empowered Drinking Water is produced with our 15-step 

proprietary process to purify the water, not gunk it up. Each step of the process increases 

the water’s perfection until it’s complete. After all that, who’d want to ruin the smooth, 

perfect taste with sweeteners? 

 

Is Perfect Empowered Drinking Water flavored? 

Our water tastes like the premier bottled drinking water it is, smooth and natural. So good 

that even the mountain springs are jealous.  

 

What’s the deal with Microstructuring? I’ve heard its just bunk. 

Some call it science, others call it pseudo-science. The only thing really certain is that there 

is no certainty among the scientific community on Microstructuring—just as there is no 

scientific agreement over the “Big Bang”, Global Warming, and whether or not California is 

going to someday fall into the ocean. (We sure  hope that doesn’t  happen since we really 

like the beaches and the weather there!) What we do know and believe in is what our 

customers tell us which is that they can feel the difference with our water.  

 

That’s why, despite the costs, we’ve included as part of our proprietary processes the 

best Microstructuring technology we could find so that Perfect Empowered Drinking Water 

will always stand taller than any other bottled drinking water on the block. You might even 

find yourself holding your own head a little higher knowing Perfect Empowered Drinking 

Water is the result of researching, testing, developing, and combining what we’ve 
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concluded are the best of the best water technologies and processes from around the 

globe.  

 

Is there anything synthetic in Perfect Empowered Drinking Water?   

The ingredients and nutritional information are set forth on the label and in the nutritional 

facts on drinkperfectwater.com. There are no synthetic ingredients in our water. The end 

product is clean, pure, healthy water molecules comprised of hydrogen and oxygen. Try it 

yourself. Let you and your body judge whether any other bottled drinking water compares.  

 

Why is there Sodium in Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 

The Sodium in Perfect Empowered Drinking Water is to help enhance smoothness and 

flavor. However, the amount of Sodium is extremely low. Low enough, in fact, that it is not 

a significant source of the 2400 mg of Sodium recommended per day by the USDA for 

adults.  

 

Is the bottle recyclable? 

Of course! Our bottles are recyclable and are made from premium plastic that is 

particularly suitable for bottled drinking water with recycling in mind. 

 

I’ve heard something about bisphone (BPA) in bottles and the liners of cans. Does the 

plastic in Perfect Empowered Drinking Water bottles contain BPA? 

Our bottles are high quality PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate), not polycarbonates, and 

contain no BPA.   

 

Does Perfect Empowered Drinking Water contain fluoride? 

Perfect Empowered Drinking Water’s purification processes remove all measurable fluoride 

so that it will remain a pure, healthy drinking water.  

 

What is the shelf life of the product? 

Two years. 
 

How long does the MBO™ last after the bottle has been opened? 

Even after being opened, the MBO™ benefits don’t go away and will remain a lot longer 

than you’re going to want to be drinking your opened and partially consumed bottle of 

water that’s been exposed to the bacteria in the air and your mouth.  

 

Product Use  
 

How much of this can I drink a day? Are there any restrictions to the amount of Perfect 

Empowered Drinking Water an adult can drink?  

It’s water. Experts estimate that 75% percent of Americans are dehydrated. With 

nutritionists recommending that adults drink 64 ounces (four bottles) to 128 ounces (eight 

bottles) of water a day, make sure you’re not part of that statistic! 
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Can I drink less water if I drink only Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 

Efficient hydration should not be interpreted to mean the body needs less water. The 

ultimate judge is your own body. We suggest following nutritional guidelines, which 

recommend a minimum of 8-16 cups (four to eight bottles) of water per day for an adult—

more if conditions have resulted in higher losses of body fluids. Not all of it has to be 

Perfect Empowered Drinking Water for proper hydration, but we’d like it to be! And we’re 

confident your body would like it too! 

 

If I have a medical condition can I drink the water? 

If your medical condition allows you to drink normal drinking water, Perfect Empowered 

Drinking Water is safe and may be used. Consult your physician if you have specific health 

questions or special medical needs.  

 

Unless your medical condition relates to a specific ingredient found in Perfect Empowered 

Drinking Water or a condition that would prevent or limit the drinking of normal drinking 

water, there are no known specific risks. It is drinking water. Check the label or 

drinkperfectwater.com for ingredients and nutritional facts. Consult with your physician if 

you have specific health questions, issues, or medical needs. 

 

I have a medical sensitivity to potassium.  How much potassium is in an 8 ounce 

serving?   

The amount of potassium is 0.85mg.  

 

Can you make hot chocolate and coffee with this water? 

Perfect Empowered Drinking Water can be used with hot chocolate, coffee, juices, and 

any beverage where water is added. 

 
Can I use Perfect Empowered Drinking Water for my pets?   

Planning on putting your pampered pet in next the pet show? Perfect Empowered Drinking 

Water is safe and suitable for your cat, dog, horse, pet lizard, or any other pet you may 

have. If ideal hydration is important for humans, imagine what it can do for your pet.   

 

Are there any adverse reactions to consuming the water? 

Unless you have adverse reactions to drinking water—a favorite excuse we tried as kids on 

our mom when we wanted a sugary beverage instead of the healthy drink of water she 

was offering—Perfect Empowered Drinking Water is safe to drink and there are no known 

adverse reactions.  

 

Should I drink this water before or after I exercise? 

That depends on whether or not you’re a show off! Either way, Perfect Empowered 

Drinking Water is the perfect companion for your exercise program, to keep you hydrated 

before, during, and after your workout.  

 

Can I let my children drink Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 
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Children need hydration too! Perfect Empowered Drinking Water is appropriate for anyone 

of any age that water is appropriate for. Although there are no known risks, as with all 

beverage and food products, caution and parental supervision should be used for young 

children and infants.  

 

Is it safe to drink the water during pregnancy? 

There are no known or expected risks to drinking the water during pregnancy. It is a 

premium drinking water and is acceptable for use as such for all drinking water needs 

during pregnancy. See the ingredients and nutritional information on the label or under the 

What’s Inside section of drinkperfectwater.com for further details. If you have allergies or 

physical sensitivities to any of the ingredients, or if you have specific questions or concerns 

consult with your physician.  

 

What are the recommendations for drinking a partially consumed bottle after it has 

been left in a hot car?  

Generally, it is not recommended that any product opened and exposed to the bacteria in 

your mouth be left to cook in a hot car or other similar environment. To learn about the 

myths going around on the Internet concerning bottled water left in a hot car and its 

relationship with breast cancer and other problems, there are several sources you can 

check, such as Internet websites that expose myths and legends. 

 

As with any food or beverage product, it is better to store all beverages (i.e. water, sodas, 

energy drinks, juices) and food products in a cool environment out of direct sunlight, 

especially those that have been handled or opened.  

 

What are the benefits of drinking Perfect Empowered Drinking Water? 

The water has been developed as a premium drinking water and is intended only for that 

use. No specific benefit claims are made nor represented.  

 

The Food and Drug Administration have not evaluated the foregoing statements. The 

product is not intended to diagnose, mitigate, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or 

medical condition. The water is intended only for use as a premium drinking water. No 

specific benefit claims are made nor represented. 

 
How is Perfect Empowered Drinking Water different from other bottled waters? 

With so many premium bottled waters on the market today, it’s hard to distinguish one 

from the next. Fortunately, Perfect Empowered Drinking Water makes it simple to do just 

that! No other bottled water goes through the same proprietary 15-step process and 

includes MBO™. Try Perfect Empowered Drinking Water and see for yourself what you’ve 

been missing out on! 
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Are there any special considerations about drinking the water for scuba divers? 

No specific testing has been done on Perfect Empowered Drinking Water regarding risks 

related to scuba diving. However, as with any product that may enhance oxygen, we 

recommend not drinking the water for 24 hours before a dive.  

 

Business & Legal  
 

We’re hearing all sorts of things about Perfect Empowered Drinking Water producing 

benefits beyond being a healthy drinking water. Is it more than just water? Are you 

making specific claims?  

Perfect Empowered Drinking Water™ is drinking water, plain and simple. We have worked 

hard to make the best drinking water we can using the best-bottled water technologies we 

could find and developing our own as well. The result is a bottled drinking water that 

combines what we believe to be the best of the best … a water worthy of its title—Perfect 

Empowered Drinking Water.   

 

Please note that Perfect Empowered Drinking Water has not been designed, nor tested, 

for treating, diagnosing, mitigating, curing, or preventing any disease or medical 

condition, nor for specific performance enhancement in any category, and no claims 

are made. Nor are any such claims authorized regarding the use of the water for any 

purpose other than as a drinking water.  

Our approach is simple. We want you to be the judge. Let the water speak for itself. Try it 

and see how it benefits you. We think you’ll be able to tell the difference.        

Are there any endorsements of the product? We’ve heard rumors of various sports 

teams or organizations endorsing or using Perfect Empowered Drinking Water. 

There are no current endorsements of the product from sports teams or other sports or 

medical organizations. Any such rumors are just that—false rumors. 
 

Am I able to invest in your company? 

We are a privately held company and are not soliciting or accepting offers for investment 

or ownership interests in our company.  

 

We’ve seen things on the web talking about secret salts from exotic locations and all 

sorts of other hype on several web sites. What’s that the deal with that? 

Good grief—another of the inaccurate urban legends! Unfortunately, we can’t control what 

others say or post on the internet so check out the official information right here on 

drinkperfectwater.com—the only official place for information about Perfect Empowered 

Drinking Water.  

 

I want to give some of this water to my favorite sports team. Is there anything about 

the water that is likely to cause NCAA or other organizations concern?  

As long as your favorite teams are the same as ours, or at least not rivals in the big game 

for that week, we’d love for them to be drinking it! Naturally, there are no steroids, no 

synthetics, no performance-enhancing drugs or harmful substances of any kind in our 
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water. It’s water (hydrogen and oxygen molecules) and electrolytes, potassium, and trace 

minerals as listed in the ingredients on the bottle or on drinkperfectwater.com.   

 
We’d like to know your trade secrets, like how and where you make it and all about 

MBO™! Will you share them with us so we can tell them to everyone?   

Duh. If everybody knew them they wouldn’t be trade secrets anymore.  

 


